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Italsimpatia,
Italian
unites us



Students, teachers, professionals and lovers of the Italian language... President Andrea Riccardi invites Italsimpatici from all over the world to visit Dante.global. A new way of learning the language and exploring Italian culture in the new era of digital humanism



 Scopri di più 









 A NEW OPPORTUNITY 
COPEC: how to get ready for the PLIDA B1 exam



The online self-study preparation course for the PLIDA language certification .
The online course offers videos and written texts aiming at familiarising with the four main language skills tested during the PLIDA B1 exam: Listening, Reading, Writing, and Speaking



 Learn more 









 84th Congress | June 21st-24th 
Italian
A wonderful journey



Visit the website of the 84th international congress of Società Dante Alighieri: "Italian, a wonderful journey", scheduled in Rosario (Argentina) from June 21st to June 24th 2023.
Discover the program of the congress, and the concluding exhibition: "Canto dopo Canto. One hundred drawings by Giovanni Tommasi Ferroni inspired by Dante's Divine Comedy".



 Discover more 









One language,
many ways
to learn it



Welcome to Dante.global. A network of schools around the world. A global school in a network. So you can learn Italian in the ways, places and at the times that suit you best. Choose from face-to-face courses, hybrid classrooms and online courses, so you can study whenever and wherever you want.



 Choose your way 









Meet your teacher



Book a free trial lesson with one of our teachers. We’ll be glad to meet you in person, introduce you to the Dante.global educational environment, and give you personalized advice to improve your Italian.



 Book a free lesson 









 Italian language courses for specific purposes 
100 words of art



The places, the works and the protagonists of Italian art are at the center of the new course "The 100 words of art". With an exciting story in ten video episodes, this course will help you deepen your vocabulary and talk about art in Italian.



 Find out more 
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 Our courses 
Choose
the course
that's right
for you


The Dante.global education programme, aimed at students and teachers, represents a new frontier in quality Italian language teaching and learning. With the Dante method, which utilises state-of-the-art technology in conjunction with interactive, multi-channel online, hybrid classroom and face-to-face methods, you will enjoy a dynamic and inclusive study experience. A seamless experience that blurs the lines between education and entertainment.









	01Italian courses
	02Courses for teachers
	03Marco Polo and Turandot programmes
	04Partnerships, universities and scientific research

Click here and find out more about the courses on offer





 PLIDA 
Certify your Italian skills


The Società Dante Alighieri  certifies proficiency in the Italian language at all levels of the Common European Framework of Reference, from A1 to C2, by way of the Dante Alighieri Italian Language Project (PLIDA). It is a founding member of the CLIQ association (Quality Italian Language Certification) and an associate member of the ALTE (Association of Language Testers in Europe). PLIDA certificates make it possible to apply for Italian citizenship and long-term EU residence permits, as well as offering access to university and study visas.



 Discover more 





 Travel 
Dante's
Italy


The poetic voice of the father of the Italian language tells the story of today's Italy, taking a cultural and literary journey through Dante's land, exploring history and art, Italian excellence and future horizons, from the Alpine circle to the very tip of Sicily.



 Discover more 






Find out more about the course
that's right for you




 Dante.global for you 
Are you a student? Are you a teacher? Do you want to certify your italian skills?
 We have many options available for you. Find the solution that's right for you.
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Are you a student?
Learn Italian online, in hybrid classrooms and in person, for study, work or a passion for the language.

Find out more 
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Are you a teacher?
Access resources, projects and teaching methodologies for teaching Italian in Italy and around the world.

Find out more 
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Do you want to certify your Italian skills?
Certify your Italian language level to apply for a residence permit or citizenship, to enrol at university, or simply to enhance your CV.

Find out more 
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Every day,
from all over the world





 News 
Opinions, articles, news and events.
Stay up to date with our network's projects and activities.






Cultural diplomacy
The official positions of Dante Alighieri in terms of culture, cultural industries and linguistic promotion, Italian excellence and lifestyles, with the tools of conversation. 
 Find out more 



News from around the world
Discover the Dante network's events and daily meetings, between Palazzo Firenze and the world, either face-to-face or online, on the new horizon of humanism and digital communication. 
 Find out more 



Dante blog
A space for dialogue, keeping in touch and being together, an environment designed for exchange and inclusion between short articles, videos and spaces that are also designed for younger people. 
 Find out more 






Newsletter

Keep
 in touch


Courses, events, news, readings, schools and much more. With our newsletter, you can stay up-to-date on all the activities and projects of our Network.
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